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while its hard to beat antares techs proprietary auto-tune, there are a handful of great free autotune vsts for beginning users. the real thing will likely always reign, especially for professional use, but access to incredible freeware is one of the many advantages we have as engineers
and producers today! antares autotune v7.08 mac os x if you need auto-tunes world standard pitch correction, but not auto-tune 7s time manipulation or other new features, then auto-tune evo is the plug-in for you. it gives you all the power and sonic goodness of auto-tunes full-
featured automatic and graphical pitch correction, pitch shifting and throat modeling, at an read more the antares autotune plug-in is a useful tool for correcting pitch in recorded vocal performances. it is used as a virtual studio technology plug-in within your digital audio
workstation. like other vst plug-ins, it conveniently runs in a variety of host software, so you can use it in multiple places after only one installation. a number of versions of autotune are available, and the installation for each version is fairly straightforward. kerovee has a very
detailed settings panel, and the interface is very easy to use. the settings for pitch correction are in a lot of ways superior to the lowest settings found in most free autotune plugins. the interface is very easy to navigate, and the engine is very fast, so this is the perfect tool to use if
you're looking to fix the small pitch problems you may have in your recording. for the price, the only thing that really makes this plugin stand out is the extensive customization. this download includes, antares auto-tune evo 6.0.9.2 antares avox evo vst v3.3 auto-tune efx vst v1.2.2
ilok drivers pace anti piracy driver x86 & x64 [10.2011] install and unlock instructions are included for each one. all have read more
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